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FOREWORD

"l=n

Efforts to establish greater cooperation between the useis and producers of occupational
projections have resulted in the data being used to a greater extent. Howevir, even greater usage
needs to occur it vocational educators are to toe fully informed when they make decisions related
to program planning. National Occupational Projections For Voc Ed Planning is intended Ao
foster greater underitanding of employment projections by describing their development, their
limitations, their use, ahd publication details.

"This paper is one of ten interpretive papers'produced during _the fifth year of the National
Center's knowledge transf6rmation program. The review and synthesis in each topic area is
intended to communicate knowledge and suggest applications. This review will be most useful
for persons who are yet unfamiliar with the-type and breadth of occupational projections dot
available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The profession is indebted to Neal H. Rosenthal and Michael Pilot forAheir scholarship in
.preparing this paper. Rosenthal is Chief of the Division of Occupational Outlook in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics; Pilot is Program Manager of Occupation Outlook Studies of the Division of
Occiwational Outlook. Through their critical review of the manuscript, Erma Keyes, former
director of Pennsylvania's Vocational Education Information Network; Dr. David Stevens,
University of Missouri-Columbia; Dr. Wynette Barnard, University of Illfnois; Dr. James Pershing,
Indiana University; and Dr. Harold Starr and Dr. Arthur Lee of the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education contributed to the development of the paper. Staff on the project
included Alta G. Moser, Dr. AnnNunez, Dr. Judith Samuelson, Joan Blank, and Dr. Jay Smink.
Ruth Nunley typed the manuscript, Janet Ray served as word processor operator, and editorial

,assistance was provided by Sharon Fain.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education

Note: In the preparation of this paper, the authors were encouraged to express freely their
judgments in professional and technical matters. Points ol view or opinions do not, therefore,
represent official U.S. Erepartment of Labor, Bureau.of Labor Statistics, position or policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OccupationalWemployment projections are just one part of the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
(BLS) comprehensive program for planning future employment and training needs. The initial
step in creating these projections is to develop labor force projections based on population
projections by age, sex, and race as prepared by the Bureau of the Census. Added to this are
projections on the state of the general economy and on-industry employment:Finally, an
industry-pccupation matrix is used to convert industry employment figures into occupational
e r n 1)1 qrrtint figures that show the proportion of total employment in each industry by
occupation..

These Projections are tied to.specific asiumptions about the characteristics and general
direction of the.economy, and specifically reflect both the projected output of goods and
'services by industry and the projected output per worker by industry (productivity). The
1:projections are further based on the premise that workers with Specific skills will be required to
produce goods and, services, and that employers will seek to employ such Workers;

The reader is cautioned, however, that th are many ''reasons that actual employment in a
"'target" or projection year will differ from projected employment. Some.of these reasons

include improved technology and produ ion methods not fqreseen at the time of projections,
fluctuations in demand conditions, a recessionary economy, variance in calculated productivity
levels, and fluctuatihg industry staffing patterns. Thus it is unlikely that there will be identicell
correspondence between projected and actual employment. These discrepencies, though
somewhat limiting, do not sender projections ineffective for identifying trends in constructinb the
future employment picture. To be fully effective, however, obcupational projections generated at
the national level, must be used with related data frqm state and local levels to form a'feasible
picture of prospective supply-demand conditions. Such projections can provide information for
,adjusting prograins so that individuals will be trained in occupations that offer favorable job
opportunities. Projections,information is for the use of counselors, educators, and others who
help people choose a field of work, as Well as national, state, and local officials who'plan
education and training programs.

pLs publictitions identified as sources of occupational projections irgormatioi are
Occupational Outlook Handbook, Occupational Projections and Training Data, Aftnthly Labor
Review, National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix, and the Occupational Outlook
Quarterly. Vocational education leadersfire urged to use and report their satisfaction with
occupational projections data in program planning.

,



INTRODUCTION

The basic intent of vocational education programs always has been to prepare studeflts for
jobs that will beravailable in the labor market. Works expressing this-intent date back to the
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 that legislated the first federal support for vocational education. In the
mid-1970s, however, a General Accounting Office report criticized the vocational education
community for ignoring occupational projections, which identify future job,,growth and
opportunities, in planning vocational education prograrns (COntroller General of the U.S. 1974).
Since that time, considerable activity was focused on establishing a cooperative relationship
between producers of occupational projections and vocational education officials. An important
step in this 'motion was the establishment of the NatiOnal Occupational Information
Ooordinating ommittee (NOICC) and its related State Occupation Information Coordinating
Committee (S C) n,etwork as d,efined in the Education Amendments of 1976[P.L. 94-482,
Section 161 (b) (1)3. It is important to note that Congress, by the creation of these organizations,
reiterated its intent that vocational education program planners give attention to the future labor
market.

Numerous factors have been identified as contributors to the limited use of occupational
projections in vocational education planning (Starr, Merz, and Zahniser 1982; Goldstein 1980).
Among those frequently cited is vocational educators' apparent lack of understanding about '
available projections data..Understanding of information pre edes its adequate usage. Therefore,
the primary purpose of this paper is to foster ca al edu lors' understandkig of
occupational projections as they relate to program pla . or over-three decades, -
occupational projections developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) have been used,in
vocational guidance. The Occupational Outlook Handbook, for example, formats projections as a
tool for career duldance and has widespread use. However, the same BLS deii, formated for use
in vocational education planning, appears to be less extensively used.

.The major objective of the Occupation Outlook Studies program is to provide information on.
futurs employment.opportunities by.occupation. The information generated thfough this prograrrf
is to be used by counselors, educators, and others wilts help young people bhoose a field'of
work, as well as by national, state, and local officials who plan education and trnining:programs.,,
Analyses of occupations include information on the nature of work; employment, education, and
training requirements; the job outlook ten years in the future; earnings; and opportunities in
related occupations.

. This paper briefly explains the methods used to develop the BLS projections, their-
characteristics, and how they differ-from projections developed by others. It further suggests
how BLS data on projections should be interpreted for use in vocational educeticin planning and .
reports where, when, and in what formal the data are published. Since projections by their nature'
are imprecise, their inadequacies and limitations are identified to caution users about blind
reliance on these data. Also presented are some recommendations for i'mproving the use of
occlipational projections in vocational program planning. The basic premise underlying these
recdmmendations is that projections will be used more frequently with better, results as
vocational educators acquire more meaningful understanding_of the data.



METHODS USED TO,DEVELOP BLS. EMKOYMENT PROJECTIONS

Occupiitional employment projections comprise one segment of a comprehensive view of the
nation's future economy as developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. They are prepared aspart of a series of reports that integrates projections of the labor force, gross national product
(GNP), industry output-and productivity, and employment by industry and occupation. A newseries is proderced every other year.

A BLS projections series is tied to a specific set of assumptions'concerning the basic
structure of the economy, the world political situation, and the general direction of key factorsaffecting the pconomy (e.g., gevernment fiscal policy, price levels, and productivity trends).

iNCurrentbureau practice is to develop alternative projection scenarios that reflect different sets ofassumptions: Three scenarios that are labeled low-trend, high-trend I, arid high-trend ll were
prepared as part of the most recent bureau projection series.

-
Some general assumptions are made for all alternative scenarios. For example, all scenarios

in the recent projedilons assumed that
the institutional framework of the economy will not change radically; and

no major event, such as widespread or long lasting energy Shortages or war, will
- eignificahtly alter the industrial structure of the economy or alter the rate of economic

'growth.

Other assumptions about general economic and demographk fabtors that affect the rate of
economic growth differentiate the alternative scenarios. For example, in the recent projections,
the low-trend scenario assumed continued high inflation,. low productivity growth, and moderate
expansion of real production. The' high-trend I scenario assumed markkd improvements in both
inflation and productivity, greater labor force growth, and higher real production. The high-trend
II version assumed labor force growth consistent with that in the low-trend scenario, but
assurned greater gains in productivity and,less inflation than that in the high-trend I alternative
(Bureau of Labor Statistice 1982b).

Labor Force

The initial step in projections methodology is to project labor force based on the populalion
'projections bk age, sex, and race prepared by the Bureath.of the Census. Population projections
are based on trpnds in birth rates, death rates, and net migration. The greatest uncertainty in
these projectiont is the birth rate. Therefore, the Bureau of thCensus prepares several
projection series, each havind a different birth rate assumption.\The,BLS generally uses the
series that most clOsely approximates the current birth rate trend. (The birth rate assumption,
however, ha% little bearing on the number of people of working age within the time frame of the
BLS projection. Since the BLS target year is generally ten to fifteen years from the base period
and an iridividual must be sixteen years of age to be counted in the labor force, all-persons who

3
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will be of working age during the projection period are already born. Consequently, even though
trends in birth rates are difficult to predict, the population projections of persons of working age
are very accurate.)

The BLS projects labor force participation ratesthe proportion of a Specific group in the
population working or looking for workfor fifty-lour separate age, sex, and race groups. These
projections are developed by analyzing past trends in these rates from data provided by the
Current Population Survey (CPS) abd therfactors likely to affect these trends over the projection
period (Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 1982). Factors considered include changes in
Social Security laws and retirement pattecns. Participation rates that change most rapidly, for'
instancethose for prime working age females, are the most difficult to project and are most
subject to error.

Projected labor force participation rates for each age, sex, and mai group are then
miiltiplied by the population projection for that group. The total number of persons participating
in the labor force ibtained by summing the groups.

s Economic and Industry Employment

Todevelop economic and indiistry employment projections, a system of models is used
(Bureau of Labor Statistics 1982a)t The first step in this procedure is to use a macroeconomic
'model to project the gross national product ,(GNP) and its major components, such as consumer
expenditures, investments, government expenditures, and net exports. To use this
macroeconomic model, aseumptions must be'specified concerning such factors as demographic
trends, the unemployment rate, inflation, goveinment tax and expenditure policies, and
productivity trends.

,

This model generates projections of growth in GNP consistent with income flows. It also
provides estimates o growth in the major sectors of the economy and control tOtals for projected
industry purchases. These control totate are-used in submodels to distribute aggregate demand
to detailed categories of demand. For example, personal consumption expenditures for
nondurable goods, a rnajor category of demand, are distributed to various product groups such
as food purchased for use at home, shoes, and household furniture. Similarly, investment in
producers' durable equipment is distributed among industries that manufacture farm machinery,
trucks, mining machinery, office equipnient, and computers.

6
The model then distributes the projected demand in each sector to specific purchases of

goods and,services produced by 156 different industry sectors. An input-output model is biped in
this process to estimate the purchases each inclitstry must make from other industries to support
its own production. For example, the automobile mapufacturing industry purchases steej, rubber,
aluminum, plastics, and so on, to produce automobiles. These industries must, in turn, purchase
input goods and services to produce saleable inputs for the automotive industry. This process is
similar for all other goods and iervices produced in the'economy. This stage of the projections
procedures generates output estimates for all final and intermediate demand for each of the'156
industry sectors.

Projected output by industry 10 converted into estimates of industry employment through a
labor.demand model. This model projects productivity (outputper worker) by industry and then
uses these productivity projections to convert projected output into projected employment..

4
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Oh- Occupational Employment

An industry-occupatipn matrix is used for converting industry employment to occupational
employment (Bureau of f.abor Statistics 1982c). This matrix shows the proportion of total
employment in each industry accounted for by each occupation. These ratios, referred to as
industry staffing patterns, are multiplied by total industry employment toderive estimates of
occupational employment. In each projections series, matrices are developed both for the current
or base year and the target year of the projections.

Since the mid-1960s, the bureau has used an industry-occupation matrix to develop
occupational projections. For the latest set of projections, however, which have h base year of
1980 and `# target year'of 1990, the detailed steps in the procedure were somewhat different
because the primary data base used to develop current industry staffibg patterns in the matrix
changed frOm the decennial census to information from the Occupational Employment Statistics;
(OES) survey. (Bureau of Labor §tatistics, December 1982). As a result of this change, the size of
the matrix in9reased from 377,'Ocupations and 201 industries to 1,678 detailed occupatips'and
378 industrie% The Mosrsignifibant factor in shifting the matrix base from census data to the '
OES statistics was the greater rerrOility of the occupational employment data by industry in the
OES surveys.

Because the basic BLS model, tried to develop industry employment projections generates
data for only 156 iridirstries, the iirit Step in developing tRe occupational projections is to -
correlate the projections for 156 industries with the 378 industries for which staffing patterns are
available. A series ofe-quations tying economic variables to industry employment is used-to make
this correlation for each irustry.

The industry staffing patterns uied in the.matrix cover only wage and salary workers; they
do not cover self-employed and unpaid family Workers. (Current and projected estimates of self-
employed and unpaid family-worker* by occupation are ileveloped for the economy as a whole;
the) are not broken down byjndustrY. Historibal data !ram the CPS are still used in the analyses
underlying these projections.) Estimates of current employment for wage and salary jobs', .

roughly 95 percent of all jobs, are developed through a current year matrix. To develop these
estimate% staffing patterns from the moitrecent OES survey in each industry were benchmarked
or Multiplied by the estimates of employment for that industry. Such industry estimates are
obtained from the BLS Current EmployMent Statistics establishment survey.

n

The same procedure is used Jo develop the projected occupational employment totals,
except that the;staffing patterns in the current matrix are projected to the target year. PrOjection*
of staffing patterns for each industry are based on an analysis of available data on historical
trends4n these patterns and stbdies of the factors that have affected past trends and are
expected to affect future trends. Factors considered include likely changes in the product mix of

-industries, changes in production methOds, changes in the average size of establishments by
industry, and other technological changeeaffectinP utilization patterns ofoworkers in specific
occupations. The resulting staiiing pattern projections are applied to the projected industry
employment totals, summed icross induetries, and added to projected totals of self-employed
and-unpaid family workers to get estimate* of total projected employrfient by occupation,

it is important to note that each and every step in the entire projections procedure just
descritiedfrom the development of projected,labor force participation rates to projected
industrif staffing patternsis reviewed in detail. Because of the interrelationship of data from One .
stage to the next, a process cygoing back trid reviewing previous steps is necessary to ensure
there are no analytical inconsistericie% Theentire process of developing a set of projections
from basic data development to priblicationitakes roughly one year.

5
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MEANING OF THE DATA

As indiDeted previously, BLS projectiorieof occupational employment are based on and are
consistent with a set oteconomic projections. They represent estimates of the amount of
employment required fti produce the projected demand for goods and services'in the target year.
They are tied to speclk assumptions about the characteristics and general direction of the
economy and reflect spedific levels qf projected output of goods and services by industry and

,output per worker by industry.

Occupational Changes

It_ is very important to note that the productivity projections implicitly assume changes In
technology that affect the manner in which goods and services are produced. Changes are
Ihcorporated into the Input-output model to refleoffechnological change and other factors.
Similar changes'are implicit in the projected industry staffing patterns In the industry-occupation
matrix used to translate industlyemployment pro lonsinto occupational projections.
Wherever possible, howbver,' Analyses of the staf_ .pafterhe reflect explicit judgments about the
factors that are expected to result in change. For example, in the 1980-1990 projections, the
proportion of total employment In most industries depending on computer-related occupations
was projected to increase as a result of a judgment that the use of computer technology would
increase signifilntiy. Judgments that reflect an assessment of the functions and related
occupations the experience deaieasesin growth as a result of the increasing use of
computer technOtogy were also made. In accouhting-firms, this may be estimated to be a
reduction in the relative need for accounting clerks and bookkeeping workers as the computer
makes existing-workers more efficient In wholesale trade, this may be reflected in a decline in
the relative importance of inventory control clerks whose functions are eliminated in part by
computer-controlled inventory systems.

The specific factors considered in the analyses of staffing patterns are tied to the demand for
--Workers in specific occupations. Staffing patterns are not adjusted to reflect a potential

undersupply or oversupply of workers. This concept is extremely important in interpreting the
projections. The projections of staffing patterns assume that, for a given Occupation, factors such
as the greater avatlability Of training or relatively less expensive training.costs, changes in
relative wage rates, or changes in the perceived desirability of work in that occupation will not
alter the projected demand for wortters.

The projections are based on the premise that workers with specific skills will Oe required to
produée goodrand Services amilhat employers will seek to employ workers having those skills.
It is implied, therefore,Stiat employers will find it too costly and inefficient to change production
methods in response to a shortage of workers during the projection period, Furthermore, this
premlie assumeirthat when worker shortages arise, employers will hire workers with different
educational or skill mixes than they would ordinarily prefer.

13



In the long run, of course, employers do change technology and production methods. Such
changes are implicitly accounted for in the projections by the changes in staffing patterns from
the base year to the projected year. For example, decisions to change production methods based
on changes in staffing patterns implicitly reflect cost analyses on the part of employers that take
into account supply-demand conditions, wage rates, and a variety of other factors. Thus
employers who decide to use more efficient machine tools in their production process (e.g.,
numerical controlled machine tools) implicitly or explicitly consider current shortages of "-
machinists in their decision.

It is also recognized that future supply-demand conditions will in fact have a significant
bearing on actual employment in the target year. For example, when workers who have yery
spedific skills, such as engineers, tool-and-die-makers, or plumbers, are in short stipply because
of reduction in real wages or a decline in training, actual employment' will be lower than the
projected level and employers will presumably have vacancies. This concept is very important in
understanding the intended uses of the LS projections in vocational guidance and educatiOnal
planning. This is discussed in detail in e next section of this paper.

There are also many other reasons that actual employment In the target year will differ from
projected bmpioyment. Actual employment will differ from projected eMployment when the target
year happens to fall within a downturn in a business cycle. The bureau's projections always
assume relatively full employment. If the economy is in the trough of a recession in the target
year, employment in general will be lower than projected. However, if the unemployment rate is 9
percent during the recession and a 5 percent rate was issumed, it does not mean that
employment in every occupation will be 4 percent lower than projected. Some occupations are
more severly affected than others; for example, the automobile industry wee hit very hard during
the 1981-1982 recession.

Of course, errors in the projections of output, productivity, and staffing patterns all have a
bearing on differences between actual and projected employment. Becauseiof the multitude of
judgments made and the variable data used in developing projections, it is unlikely that projected
and actual employment will be identical. It is hoped, however, that the general trends described
by the projections will approximate the characteristics of demand in the target year (Fullerton
1982; Carey and Kasunic 1982).

Through the alternative projections developed by the bureau, some of the possible
differences in employment trends for occupations can be anticipated. The trends are similar
because the general assumptions are In all the alternative scenarios. The wider variances
occur because of differences in specific aasumptions related to demand. As a matter of policy,
the bureaU has never developed a scenario that aasumed a recession in the target year. For the
primary intended uses of the projectionseducational planning and 'career guidancethe bureau
does not support a focus on shorter-term, or recession-type, phenomena.

To understand the meaning of the bureau's projections it is also important to understand
how they differ from projections developed under different concepts. For example, projections of
employment in health care occupations can be projected on the basis of a "goals" concept. In
this procedure, a goal is generally set based on a ratio of workers in that-occupation to-the
population. For example, a desired ratio of physicians to population might be established as 1 to
1.00. Such a ratio may be desirable from a standpoint of health care standards, but from an
economic perspective it may not be practical. Such goal-oriented projections should generally
not be used in career guidance or education planning. If training is cbnducted in light of
unachievable goals, there could be miny people trained and looking for work in an occupation
where jobs do not exist.

1 4
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J) Openings

Because they are concerned only with the changes in employment, projections of
occupational growth tell only part of the job opPortunities story. Job openings also ocCur when
workers die, retire, transfer to other occupations, or lave the labor force temporarily. For most
occupations, the number of job openings stemmipg from Teplacement needs are much greater
than those generated by employment growth.

From the early 1960s through 1980, the bureau developed estimates of replacement needs
due to permanent labor folic, separation (i.e., deaths and retirements). These estimates were
based on working life tables for the entirelabor force. Rowever, for specific occupation these
rates only reflected differences in the age and sex coMposition of an occupation; they did not
take differences in occupational retirement patterns ento account. In 1980, the bureau developed
a new data base that provides occupationally specific information on replacement needs for all
causes of separation except death (Bureau of Labor Statistics 1980). These data show that, on
the average, replacement needs for all causes of separation are three times those caused by
permanent labor forceseparations. However, the data base ha's soveral analytical limitations that ,
prevent its immediate adoption into the bureau's published statistics on job openings. Of greet
significance are the differences in the systems used te classify occupatrons in the CPS (the'
source of the new replacement needs data) and in the OES Surveys. (the basic source of data on
occupatioriel employment ubed in the projections). For example, CPS data on'machinists are not

- --comparable to OES data on machinists; the CPS occupational claksification includes eight
related occupations that are classified separately in tile OES, only one of which is titled
machinist.

The new data also provide information on the characteristics of wOrkers who entered Specific
occupations, including the proportion of entrants who have transferred from other occupations
and of new entraits to the labor force. However, the data do not permit the clear identification ofentrants %dm haie bompleted training programs. This is true primarily because students working
part-time while attending such programs are counted as occupational transfers in the statistics.

Considerable analyses have been done on this new data base, but more' research is needed
before data on all occupations can be published with confidence. Data for fifty-five occupations,
however, are presented in the 1982 edition of Occupational Projections and Training Data. 'This
publication also provides a detailed discussion on the development of these data (Bureau of
Labor Statistics 1982e). Information on automobile mechanics and secretaries that appear in this
publication is presented in the appendix to illustrate the kind of insights into employment
patterns that the new 'data base provides. Vocational education is a significant source for
supplying workers to both occupations.
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LIMITATIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL PliaJECTIONS

Occupational projections are imprecise due to imperfections in the information used to
develop the projections, the vagarious nature of political and social factors that affect the
economy over time, and the inability of individuals to make perfect,analytical judgments about
the interaction of the many factors that affect employment. In addition, geographic diversities
often influence local employment trends that are significantly different froth national trends.

imperfoct statistics
0.

Trends and factors which affect them are critical information for projections development.
Unfortunately:in the preparation of trends andjheir analysie, product reliability is diminished by
problematic source data and,its manipulation. Among the various surveys,that supply, needed
data are differencesin basic concepts a0:1 definitions (i.e., data c011ected on occupational

.employfnent in the CPS have chanicteristics that differ from emplOyment data in the logs
surveys). Trend analysis of survey data from many statistical series wilt identify factors which
affect trends, But it must be noted that allsurvey data series have variances atused 'by sampling
and, r'esponse errors that can distort trendsand their analysis. These -discrepancies, though
somewhat limiting, do ,not render projettions ineff 'time for identifying trends in constructing the
future' employment pidture.

4\

. , Busineu ,5.ycles..
%

\
,/ 1

The economy -is characterized ,by cycle# in business activity and thes,e cybles affect the many
segments of the economy differently. Furthermore, the:timing of these cycles cannot be
accurately predicted. TKus the tarwtlyear of given Occupational projections FtEin easily fall during
the downturn of a business cycle. For example,p1A projections Were made for 1975 and 1980
which were both recession years. . .,,,

,.i k / ' L7
%

Political and Social Events -

'Although it is generally assumed that nso political or .Social event will take place to change
the basic structure of the economy during the projection period, major events of this nature do
occur.,FOr. example, there have been wars and other major political events such as oil embargoes
during projection periods. Clearly events that have a major effect on employment cannot be
predicted ten years in advance. Social events, although generally minor in overall impact, can
also significantly affect employment in some occupations. For example, the trend toward long
hair for men in the late 1960s and. early 1970s was not foreseen in4.the early 1980s. As a result,
the projected 1975 employment for barbers was much higher thaffactual employment.

r
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Anaiyucai Judgments

In developihg occupational projections, many judgments are made concerning the multitude
of factors affecting employment. For example, the use of robots in.manufacturing industries is
expected to have a major imPact on employment during the 1980s. In developing the 1990
projections, judgments were made about the InfusiOn rate of this teChnology into different
industries and how it might affect eMployment in different ocqupations. Akthough these

f assumptions cannot always, be quantified explicitly, they bre implicit in the projections of staffing
_patterns for specific industries.

Geographical Differences

The BLS projections are based on the national economy: However, pest ernploSrment trends*.
for spedific industries and occupations have differed by geographicarea and, presumably, will
continue to do so in the future. To illustrate, the current trend of industries moving from the .
Northeast to the South has caused employment in these industries to grow in the South and,
declihe in the Northeast. Nationally,,an overall growth le reflectedje these industries prosper IR
their new locations, but for the Northeast, a decline is still the enff result. Despite the differencei
between regional and national trends, state and -area industry and occupational piojections
developed by state employment security agencies are generally consistent with national
projections JevelopeI by BLS. The main reasorr for this is that procedures followed by state
employment security gencies in developing projections utilize national industry projections and
national staffing t9fern projections for specific industries4Sureau&Labor Statistics 1969)..
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USE OF PROJECTIONS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLANING

Occupational projections and supply-demand analyses.,are arhong many factors to be
considered by education officials in planning programs. Other factors that should be and are
considered include program costs; availability of teachers, equipment, and facilities; employerhiring and training practices; student interest; student follow-up data; and employer, follow-up
data. The occupational projections and supply-demand analyses used should include data for thelocal area, the state, and the nation as a whole. Thus data provided by BLS reflecting national
information represent only one of many factors that will enable local education officials to makeinformed decisions related,to program planning.

Local vocational education officals make most decisions with reipect to adding, terminating,
or modifying their vocational education programs. Their response to a recent survey conducted
by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education confirmed a prevailing.attitude
toward use'of natiorpl data fqr local planning. According to Franchak (1983, p. 17): "The
majority of the respondents indicated that the published data provided by state and national,.
sources did-not address their needs, and were considered only because of:requirements for state
or national planning activities." The implication is, that 'in planning programs; the needs of local
employerspuperiede the possibility that students may want preparation for employment
opportunities beyond the local area. The degree to whiq that consideration is followed can be
debated, however,, because a very large proPortion of young persons in the labor force move
from One geographic area to another over the period of a year. That debate, however, must beresolved by the education community, not by the producers of statistics.

Although.the importance of occupationalprojections relfitive to other factors in vocational
education planning is subject to debate, the premise upon which occupational projections data

be used,is very straightforward: knowledge about occupations that are growing and have
favorable 814)ply-demand situations can be used to &Oust program offerings so individuals cat'
receive training for occupations in which there will belgood job opportunities. This§ Is the kind of
knowledge about occupations proVided by BLS in its national information. Included are data on
the relative growth in the number of jobs among occupations. Information on total job openings
and supply-demand conditions for the many occupations analyzed in detail by the Occupational
Outlook Program is al90 available. As indicated before, most state employment security agencies
produce similar data f6r state and local areas. Therefore, information in the following
paragraphs, even though it focuses on the use of BLS national Projections, can be related to the
use of state and local area occupational projections in education planning.

The meaning of occupational projections must be considered carefully when projections are
used in making decisions about vocational education program offerings. The BLS projections
reflect estimates of the demand for workers in specific occupations. lf,these demand projections
are accurate,. a balance of supply and demand can be achieved only if supply is adjusted to meet
demand.

The Bureau's publications are designed to provide data that lead to an adjustment in supply
in two ways. The first is to provide information through career guidance materials to individuals

13



so they can plan to prepare for occupations with favorable job prospects. The second is to
provide statistical information pout job prospects to education planners. Vocational education
planners, however, must recognize that graduates of training programs in public vocational
education are not the only supply of workers. The supply of Workers in mosj occupations is
augmented by students who are prepared in private vocational schools, through employer .
sponsored training, and by on-the-job experiences. Thus public vocational education is only partof the supply picture.

Examination of data on the training and employment potential of cosmetologists illustrates
the need to also consider data on private voca14onal-training when planning 'public vocational
programs. In the 1979-1980 academic year, about 25,400 iDdividuals completed public vocational
education programs in cosmetology. An additional 66,500 completed programs in private
noncollegiate postsecondary schools. When combined, these data total 92,000; the total number
of completers was highet than the 77,000 to 90,000 anntrai average job openings projected by
BLS. In addition, many previously trained individuals who are out of the labor force because of
family responsibilities seek cosmetologist jobs each year.

e importance of considering ocOupational mobility in planning is illustrated by data on
television and audioservice technicans. In 1980, over half of all job openings in this occupation
were filled by persons who transferred from other occupationS, most likely from mechanic and
repairer or other craft occupations. Thus, of the 17,600 to 19,300 average annual openings .
projected by BLS, only half are likely to be available to new graduates of training programs if the
current patterns of entry into this occupationoontinue. One of the analytical judgments that
must be made is whether this pattern is what employers desire or if it occurs when employers are'
forced to take less qualified workers. This can happen when an insufficient number of individUals
complete training programs.

The information.presented in the previTis paragraphs does not reflect all the information
that should be used in planning. It does, however, illustrate the wide variety of labor, market
information that should be used in addition tO occupational projections and data on program 0
completers from public vocational schools. Significant help on the use of such additional labor'
market information is available to those who seek it. The National Odcupational Information
Coordinating Committee's-Occupational Intormatioh system Handbook discusses available da
and Methods of analysis for use in planning (National Occupational Information 19.81).

f
In summary, occupational projections must be used with related data to form a picture of

prospective supply-demand_conditions. In some occupations the picture rpay be reasonbbly
sharp. In others, sufficient/information may not be available or the pic ureNmiy be unclear.
However, answers do not appear magically with the comparison of a ew simple numbers turned
out by statistical agenciesanalysis is required. \

,
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WHERE, WHENAND HOW THE DATA ARE PUBLISHED

The fotrowing discussion prOdes information aboOt the format, purpose, and frequency of
the publications developed on data4projections by the Occupational Outlook Studies program of
thb bureau. Information includes analyses regarding the nature of the work; efnployment,
education, and training requirements; the job outlook ten years in the future; earnings; and data
on related occupations. Table 1 shows the current and forthcoming printing schedule for key
publications and statistical releases.

Occupational Outlook Handbook

The Occupational Outlook Handbook is the major publication of the Occupatiqnal Outlook
Studies program. Oriented toward career guidance, the Handbook is the most respected and
widely used reference source in the field. A recent comprehensive study of occupational
information in secondary schools estimated that 92 percent of all secondary schools had at least
pile copy of tfie current edition. The report stated "that the [Handbook] is the most widely used
resource nationally for the greatest variety of purposes and topics" (ChapInen and Katz 1981, p.
84). The, U. S. Government Printing Office has sold in excess of 150,000 copies of recent

-r- editions.

First issued in 1949 in response to a formal resolution by the National Vocpional Guidance.
Association and with funding from the U. S. Veterans' Administratik the Handbook Has been
published biennially since 1957. Since 1966, each edition has bein issued in the spring of even-
numbered years. this production cycle coincides with the cyple used by the bureau to develop
economic, industry, and occupation projections. Since the job outlook information in each
Handbook is based on revised projections, only the most current edition should be,used.-

The 1982-1983 Handbook contains comprehensive, nontechnical job information on about
250 occupations across the entire spectrum of white-collar, blue-collar, and service occupations.
The information on job outlook is descriptive in nature because of the audienoe for Which it is
targdedhigh school students. In most cases, the information about job prospects begins with a
sentenée about the expected change in employment over ihe projecteid period. In general, if
expansion in an occupation is expected to be as fast as or fastw than the average for all

P occupations, job opportunities should be favorable. Occupations in which employment is likely
to grow more slowly than the average, stay about the same, or decline offer generally less
favorable job prospects. For those occupations for which information is available On the supply

sof wOrkers, the job outlook describes prospective employmwit opportunities and 'expected
demand-supply relationships. Guidelines that goviirn the use of this descriptive phraseology are
included to help theleader interpret the information (Bureau of Labor Statistics 1982d).
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TABLE 1

PRINTING SCHEDULE FOR KEY PUBLICATIONS AND STATISTICAL RELEASES
(From Office of Economic Growth and Employment Projections

Bureau of Labor Statistics)

t

1

PROJECTION ITEM
PUBLICATION

MODE'

RELE4BE DATE (year/quarter)

Current
1980-1990 series

.

Forthcoming
1982-1995 series

1980 1981, 1982 1983 1984

1 2

_

3 4 1 2 3. 4 1 2 , 3 4
t

1 2 3 4 1 2 4
.

Labor Force

Economic grow* ---\,

Industry output and employment

Occupational requirements

Preliminary estimates

Final estimates

,
.

Total job opegings.

Industry-occupation matrix
-

CsPreliminary estimates

-
Summary detail

Final estimates

Summary detail

Complete detail

,

4

MLR2
...

MLR2

MLR2

.

MLR3
,

gOH4
OW

OPTD4

OPTD4

,p

5

6

Computer tape
Microfiche
Hard copy

.

4

X

x

x

x

.

x

x

,

x

,

x
x

.

x

x

.

x

x

x

x

,

.

/

X

.

x
x

x

.

.

x
x

1. MLR = Monthly Labor Review; 00H = Occupational Outlook Handbook; 00Q = Occupational Outlook
Quarterly; OPTD Occupational Projections and Trainlnp Data.

2. Usually reprinted with additional statistical detail in a separate bulletin.
3. Includes preliminary matrix estimates for major ocbupation groups and selected detailed occupations.
4. Includes final matrix esiimates for major occupation groups and. selected occupitions.
5. See footnote3.
6. See footnote.
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Occupational Projactionsiind Training Data

This BLS publication presents detailei national statistics on employment, Job openings, and ,
education and training completions. It also is a vehicle to report on the results of other job
outlook-related research. Occupational Projections and Training Date, initiated in 1970, has been
published biennially since 1974 and each issUe has been released about nine months after theHandbook.

The 1982 edition, the sixth &bon in the series, discusses the significant changes in the 'data
sources and procedures used by the bureau to develop its 1980-1990 estimates of job openings.
It also indicates how the new data- differ from, and why they are norpirable with,
infOrmation presented in previous editions of this bulletin. Furtherm e, it explains how the
information can be used to assess the degree of competition for jobs. A separate chapter
examines the movements into, out of, and between occupations during the one-year period of
1980-1981. elidng the newly developed data, the bulletin details the employment patterns and joboutlooks foc fifty-five occupations.

The number of occupations 'for which estimates of raplacement needs can be developed is
limited, in the short rup, due to: (1) problems stemming from noncomparability between CPS and
OES occupational defkitions and (2) the,BLS policy of subjecting new data to close scrutiny.
Eventually, as the OES and CPS are made more compatible with the 1980 Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) that was the basis for the census occupatiOnal classificati* structure thatwill be usin the CPS for the remainder of the 1980s, the potential number of occupations for

hich replacement needs can ba estimated should i rease significantly. 4

Like previous editions, the 1982 edition of Occupational Projections and Training Data is
designed to provide education and training program planners with national data that can be
analyzed in conjunction with available state and local supply-demand data. Available data on
training completions are presented. However, they are not juxtaposed with the job openings data
because these figures should not be considered to be training, needsmany of these jobs are*filled by transferring workers who have received training previously or informally on other jobs:

Monthibor Raviaw

This periodical is a vehicle tor the initial release of data from new projections. One article
deals with new projections of the labor force by age, sex, and race (Fullerton 1980): These
releases draw attention to the possible consequences of the changing structure of the labor
force, including.the prospects of scarcities of certain kinds of workers. Other articles cover gross
national product aojections, in total and by majordemand and income components, industry.
Output, and employment; Sand occupational requirements (Kutschee 1981; Saunders 1981;
Personick 1981; Carey 1981). This material describes the probable range within which economic
growth will most likely occur during the projected period under differing assumptions on fiscal
policy, labor force growth productivity, inflation, and full employment; identifies the industries
and occupations that are projected to grow fastest, have the largest employment gains, or
experience employmegt declines; and provides some insights on the degree ot sensitivity of
specific variables on the projections.

The Monthly Labor Review is also used to present research findings that are technical in
_nature. Recent,articles thaf.are likely to be of interest to education and training program planners
include an evalUation of the 1980 labor force andoccupational projections and an examinatiol of
the magnitude of a reported shortage Of machinists (Fullerton 1982; Carey and Kasunick 1982;

.Rosenthal 1982).
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National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix

The bureau develops comprehensive data on ernployment in specific occupations that arecross-classified by industry in thb.form of a matrix or table. The matrix can be presented inabsolute numbers or in ratigp to show the proportion of total employment in each industryaccounted for bi each occupation detailed. The data can also be transposed, to show how totalemployment in an occupation is distributed by industry.

Current- and projected-year matrices are developed on a two-yearcycle to coincide with thecycle used by the bureau for developing economic, industry, ankoccupational projections.Summary data from these matrices are published in the Occupatial Outlook Handbooand inother bureau publications (see table 1). The 1980-1990 set of matrices,includes 1,67
occupations and 378 industries. Because of thb size of the matrices, they have not been
published. However, data for 689 occupations (with 5,000 or more workers) and 378 industriesare available on computer tape', hard copy, and microfiche2.

Occupational Outlook Quarterly

The Quarterly publishes currukoccupational and job outlook information. For example, the
article "Comparing Occupations:111Ru Measiires," in the Fall 1982 issue ranked 176 occupations
on the basis of size, projected change in employment, unemployment, and earnings. Regular
features of the Quarterly are "Job Outlook in Brief" #nd "Job Outlook for College Graduates."
The "Job Outlook in Brief" .article stems from ongoing projections work and is published in the
Spring issue of even-numbered years or as concurrently as possible with the Handbook. ft
presents estimates of current employment, the range of the projected percent change in
employment, and a summary of employment prospects for occupations detailed by the
Occupation Outlook Studies program. The "Job OutloOk for College Graduates"published in
the SUrnmer issue of even-numbered yearsanalyzes current and prospective supply-demand
conditions for persons having four or more years of college.

9

c.

1, Available for $65. For details on how to purchase th'is tape, contact the Division of Occupational Outlook,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depctment of Labor, Washington, DC 20212.

2. Ordert for hard° copy and microfiche should be sera to National Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of ComNerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. Occupation-Industry Employment,
1980 and Projected 1990 Alternatives (PB 82-243262) and Industry-Occupation Employment, 1980 and
Projected 1990 Alternatives (PB 82-243270) are available separately. The cost of microfiche for each set is$4O.5&or the cost of printed copies, phone NTIS at (703) 487-4650.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Published reports indicate that national occupational projections have been used minimally
in vocational education p1annindt Most of these reports appeared in the mid-1970s before NOICC
was established. Since that time a majtkr effort to foster greater cooperation betweens the users
and producers of occupational projectidns data was initiated. Consequently, occupational
projections have been used to a greater extent; but it is unclear what impediments to their use

-N remain. (Franchak 1982).

The producers Wish to further their credibility with the vocational education community and
to increase the usefulness of their data projections. Therefore, they invita the users to respond,
in the form of inquiry, suggestions, or criticism, to tfie folloWing recommendations:

Submit to the producers specific changes or addiflons that would increase the utility of
occupational projections for planning vocational education program& How adequate are
the level of occupational detail, frequency, and timeliness of the projections? Do
partidilar elements or aspects of projections discourage theirinitial or continued use for
program planning? What steps can the BLS, NOICC, and the state producers of
projections take to surmount, utilization problems?

Register positive results from the use of occupational projections in program planning
for dissemination with the producer& Many leaders in the field of Vocational education
have supported use of occupational projections in speeches and presentations given at
numerous meetings and conferences. These remarks should be distributed widely in an
appropriate format to reach the large numbers of individuals in state and local education
agencies throughout the country who were not in attendance at such gatherings.

Share information that demonstiates how occupational projections have been used in
planning and their impact on planning decisions. Numerous materials hive been
developed that discuss procedurbs for gathering and analyzing occupational frojections
and related occupational information for use in vocational education planning. Much of
the information has been developed through the efforts of NOICC. However, little has
been done that shows.the specific results of the use of such information, especially
occupational projections. For example, it should be shown that when specific decisions
on program expansion or c6ntraction stemming from the use of occupational
projections Were made by state or local administrators, different decisions would have
been made if such data were not available.

Establish more effective awareness measureszegarding new projections. U.S.
Department of Labor mechanisms for releasinb. information-on new projections should
be tied directly to vocational education information networks to reach the largest
possiblbaudience of potential users.

Clearly, the development of information that demonstrates the increasing use and value of
occupational projections in vocational planning is necessary. Although such information could



be developed by the producer of the data, the information would have much greater value if it
were produced and disseminated by the leading users of such data in the vocational eduation
community. The skepticism that exists in this community about the value of projections will notbe eliminated unless it is removed by practitioners themselves.
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APPENDIX: SELECTED INFORgIATION FROM OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS
A TRAININCMATA

gm.

Automobile Mechanics

Training
... .

.
Moat people prepare for a careefas an automobile mechanic by'acquiring experiences inrelated, lesser skilled ocóupations such as gasoline station attendant, lubrication worker, or

meOanic's helper where they have the opportunity to observe ar/c1 work with experienced
mechanics. They may supplement these experiences through autbmobile repair couraes in high
schools, trade and vocational schools, community and junior colleges, and the Job Corps. About
100,000 persons completed education programs in autdmoble mechanics from these combined ...
sources in 1079-1980. However, not all planned to° become automobile mechanics. Some people
pursued an interest in automobile mechanics simply as a-hobby; others planned to become truckand bus mechanics, automotive'body repair, s, or automobile repair service estimators. Many
training authorities believe apprenticeship ril des the most thorough preparation for a career in
automobile mechanics. However, fewer Rah , 00 persona completed formal registered
apprenticeship programs in automobile mechanics in 1979.

4
Employers of automobile mechanics generally prefer to hire high school graduates with

manual dexterity, mechanical aptitude; and thorough. knowledge of automotive systems. The
ability to perform at least the simpler automobile service and repair tasks quickly, efficiently, and
reliably and to.understand technical repair-manuals, parts catalogs, and eervice orders is
essential. Training acquired in the armed forces is also very until.

Employment Patterns

Job opportunities for autOmobile mechanics are expectecPto be good throughout the 1980s
due to the large number of openings that will occur and the absence of- rigid entry requirements.Job openings tor mechanics are projected to average between 147,000 and 159,000annually
during ihe 1980s. Employment of mechanics is expected to increase in proportion to the
increased number of motor vehicles in operation. Replacement positions, hOviiiier, are expected a
to be the main source of jobs, accounting for six out of every seven openings during the decade.

In 1980, 1*7 percent of all automobile mechanics left their jobsroughly thrsame proportion
ai for other craftsworkers. Of these, 52 percent tra r sferred to other occupations, 26 percent
became unemployed, and 22 percent left the labor f rce. Two-fifths ot the mechanics who left
the labor force were persons fifty-five and older Who presumably retired.

Nearly six out of ten Job openings for mechanics in 1980 were filed by persons who were
not working the previous year. About 44 percent of these individuals had been unemployed.

SOINHICE: Bureau of Labor Statistics 1982e
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somewhat 163ss than the proportion far all craftsworkers and for all mechanics and repairers. A
higher than average proportion-33 percentof those not working had been inschool the year
before, reflecting the attractiveness of automobile mechinic careers to younger workers, and the
widespreadavailability of vocational trainipOn this field. About four out of ten entrants to the
occupation in 1980 transferred from other fields ofworkabout the average for all occupations.

Automobile mechariic jobs generally do not require education beyond high school. Of those
who entered the occupation in 1980, 87 percent had a high school education or less. Most of
those who got jobs as automobile mechanics, however, did not enter directly from school.
Slightly more than half of those who found work as automobile mechanics in 1980 were under
twenty-five years of age. In comparison, less than 40 percent of allindividuals entering craft jobs
were under twenty-five years of age.

TABLE A-1

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS PROJECTIONS

ASPECT DATA

Employment, 1980. 845,000
Projected employment, 1990 1,050,000 1,120,000
Percent change, 1980-1990 24.4 32.9
Average annual openings, 1980-1990 146,800 158,800

Growth 20,600 27,800
Replacement 126,200 131,000

Secrataries

Training
,0'

High sthool graduates qualify for most secretarial p6sitions provided they have basic office
skills:Secretaries must be proficient in typing and good it spelling, punctuation, grammar, and
,oral communication. Shorthand is necessary for some positions. Word processing experience is
intreasingly important ahd some employers require it. Others, however, provide wird processing

f mal
m high
ng) to one-
hnical

instruction to newly hired workers. ,

The skills needed for a setretarial job can be acquired in various ways, although
training is an asset that May lead to higher paying jobs. Secretarial training ranges fr
school vocational education programs (that teach office practices, shorthand, and tyP
to two-year programs in secretarial science offered by businbss schools, vocationa14
institutes, and community colleges.

In 1979-1980, approximately 125,000 individuals completed public vocational educa on
programs in secretarial scienae; nearly 45,000 completed business school programs; and
completed community or junior college programs. There is no way of estimating how man
these graduates sought secretarial positions, but it'seems likely that many who completed
postsecondary peograms entered the field. The ,general offiaskills that high school program
provide are suitable for many different careersjiowever.

Js-
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Employment Patterns

Prospects for secretaries are expected to be good throughout the 1980s in view of the large
number of jobs that are projected to be available and the relative ease of entry to the occupation.
Openings for secretaries are projected to exceed greatly the number of openings in most other
occupations. Between 575,000 and 620,000 jobs are projected to be generated every year during

'the 1980s because of The relatively rapid expansion in such employment and the need to replace
experienced secretaries who leave the profession. Employment of secretaries is projected to
grow at a faster than average rate as existing businesses expand and new ones are established.
Replacement needs nevertheless are expected to be the primary source of secretarial jobs.during
the 1980s, accounting for nearly nine out of ten openings.

About 18 percent of all secretaries left the occupation in 1980, compared to 22 percent of all
clerical workers who left their jobs. Approximately,equal numbers transferred to other
occupations or left the labor force altogether. Relatively few secretaries became unemployed. Of
those who left the labor force in 1980, nearly 60 percent did so to take up household
responsibilities. This was about double the proportion of those who left their jobs for this reasonamong all occupations.

Two out of five people who took jobs as secretaries during 1980-transferred from another
job, many from another clerical position such as typist, receptionist, stenographer, bank teller,
bookkeeper, cashier, or statistical clerk. The propnrtion of job entrants who transferred from
another occupation was about average.

Three outof five openings for secretaries were filled by people who had not worked the
previous year. Some had been unemployed while others had been in high school, business
school, or college. Most, however, had been homemakers. Secretaries are predominantly female,
and the occupation is characterized by a pattern of movement from family responsibilities into
-the labor force and back to the home again. Of those who took jobs a's secretaries during 1980,
individuals who had not worked the previous year-because of household responsibilities
outnumbered those who had been in school by roughly three to one. People who took jobs as
secretaries in 1980 also were more likely than average to be between twenty-five and fifty-four
years of age, a time of life when people are most likely to be responsible for the care and
financial support of children. One-third of those entering ihe occupation were twenty-five to
thirty-four years of age and another one-fourth were thirty-five to fifty-four years of agea larger
representation than the average for all occupations.

Individuals with some college education filled nearly two out of five secretarial job ope Ings
in 1980. Most of these had attended college fora year or more but had not graduated. The
of the secretarial openingsmore than three out of fivewere filled by people who had a high
school education or less.

One-fourth of those who took secretarial jobs in 1980 worked part-time. Individuals coming
from outside the labor force exhibited more interest in EI part-time schedule than those who
transferred from another occupation. Women who combine parental and job responsibilities
seem to have a prefeience for a part-time schedule when they first return to work.
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TABLE A-2

SECRETARIES PROJECTIONS

ASPECT DATA

Employment, 1980 Z500,000
Projected employment, 1990 3,200,000 3,400,000
Percent change, 1980-1990 28.3 37.4
Average annual openings, 1980-1990 575,000 618,000

Growth 70,000 92,000
Replacement 505,000 526,000
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